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MULTIPLE -WAVELENGTH TUNABLE LASER

Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §119 the benefit of priority from
provisional application 61/029,020, with a filing date of Feb.
15, 2008, is claimed for this non-provisional application

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention was made by employees of the United States
Government and may be manufactured and used by or for the
Government of the United States of America for governmen-
tal purposes without the payment of any royalties thereon or
therefor.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
This invention relates to tunable lasers. More specifically,

the invention is a tunable laser that can simultaneously pro-
duce multiple synchronized laser beams at unique wave-
lengths using a single laser source.

2. Description of the Related Art
High-peak pulsed laser sources are needed at various

wavelengths throughout the visible and ultraviolet region.
Many applications also require a pulsed laser source to be
tunable. Among the applications requiring tunable lasers are
remote sensing applications (e.g., remote ozone sensing),
color displays, and lithography.

Although there are some lasers that can possibly address
the needed spectral regions, most present serious drawbacks.
For example, dye lasers can be used to produce laser wave-
lengths throughout much of the visible spectrum. However,
the dyes have a short lifetime and must be replaced frequently.
Furthermore, some of the dyes and solvents are carcinogenic
thereby complicating their replacement and disposal. In addi-
tion, the high-gain and short upper laser level lifetime lasers
associated with dye lasers makes it difficult for these lasers to
provide good beam quality.

With respect to the ultraviolet spectrum, rare gas halogen
excimer lasers provide coverage for some of this wavelength
spectrum. However, the halogens corrode the laser chamber
and simultaneously deplete themselves. Halogens also pose a
health hazard. Still further, the short upper laser level life-
times associated with excimer lasers require the use of high-
voltage, high-current electrical discharges. These discharges
cause reliability concerns and may affect other electronic
instruments.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to
provide a tunable laser.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a
tunable laser that can produce multiple wavelengths in a
variety of spectral regions.

Still another object of the present invention is to provide a
tunable laser that can produce multiple wavelengths in a
variety of spectral regions in a simple and safe manner.

Other objects and advantages of the present invention will
become more obvious hereinafter in the specification and
drawings.

In accordance with the present invention, a tunable laser
has a laser resonator that includes dispersion optics for sepa-
rating generated laser pulses into processed laser pulses hav-
ing first and second wavelengths where the processed laser
pulses are directed for travel along first and second optical
paths. The laser resonator is defined at one end thereof by first

2
and second mirrors with the first mirror being disposed in the
first optical path and designed to be reflective at the first
wavelength. In a similar fashion, the second mirror is dis-
posed in the second optical path and is designed to be reflec-

5 tive at the second wavelength. The laser resonator is defined at
another end thereofby an output mirror that is partially reflec-
tive and partially transmissive with respect to the first wave-
length and the second wavelength in accordance with pro-
vided criteria. A first resonator length is defined between the

io output mirror and the first mirror, while a second resonator
length is defined between the output mirror and the second
mirror. The second resonator length is a function of the first
resonator length.

15	 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG.1 is a block diagram of a multiple-wavelength tunable
laser that produces simultaneous and synchronous laser
pulses at two infrared wavelengths in accordance with an

20 embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a laser wavelength converter

for converting the infrared wavelength laser pulses to laser
pulses having visible wavelengths; and

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a laser wavelength converter
25 for converting the visible wavelength laser pulses to laser

pulses having ultraviolet wavelengths.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

30
Referring now to the drawings and more particularly to

FIG. 1, a multiple-wavelength tunable laser in accordance
with an embodiment of the present invention is show and is
referenced generally by numeral 10. In the illustrated

35 embodiment, tunable laser 10 simultaneously produces syn-
chronous laser pulses at two distinct wavelengths W, and Wz
that can be in the infrared spectrum. However, as will be
apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art, the principles of the
present invention can be readily extended to simultaneously

40 produce synchronous laser pulses at more than two wave-
lengths.

Tunable laser 10 includes a laser head 12 and a number of
optical components that define a laser resonator. Laser head
12 typically includes a rod 12A of lasing material and a pump

45 source 12B (e.g., a flash lamp) as would be understood in the
art. For example, in terms of generating laser pulses at mul-
tiple infrared wavelengths, rod 12A is typically a neody-
mium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) and pump
source 12B can be, for example, a flash lamp or a diode laser.

50 However, it is to be understood that the particular construc-
tion of laser head 12 to include the choice of lasing material
and pump source are not limitations of the present invention.

Tunable laser 10 essentially defines two laser resonator
paths, one for each of the two wavelengths being produced. In

55 general, the two resonator paths share common elements and
path portions, and have distinct elements and path portions.
More specifically, laser head 12 generates laser pulses (i.e.,
when rod 12A is pumped by source 12B) that are output to an
optical switch 14 (e.g., a Q-switch) as indicated by arrow 100

60 in accordance with conventional laser principles. The laser
pulses are then passed to dispersion optics 16 as indicated by
arrow 102. Dispersion optics 16 tune and separate the incom-
ing laser pulses 102 into two distinct wavelengths by creating
angular separation of the laser pulses at selected lasing tran-

65 sitions inherent in rod 12A. That is, dispersion optics 16
serves as the starting point for the distinct portions of the two
laser resonator paths.
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The angular separation of laser pulses 102 can be achieved
in a variety of ways. By way of example, dispersion optics 16
can be an arrangement of dispersive prisms (e.g., Brewster
angle prisms arranged for low loss) positioned to polarize
laser pulses 102 at the desired transitions and to create a
desired amount of angular separation. The laser pulses at the
two distinct wavelengths are output from dispersion optics 16
along spatially separatedpaths as indicated by arrows 104 and
106.

Positioned unique distances from dispersion optics 14 and
in the paths of respective laser pulses 104 and 106, are reflec-
tive mirrors 18 and 20. Reflective mirror 18 should be totally
reflective with respect to light at wavelength W 1, while reflec-
tive mirror 20 should be totally reflective with respect to light
at wavelength W2 . Typically, each of reflective mirrors 18 and
20 is a curved mirror as would be understood in the art. The
particular positioning of mirrors 18 and 20 will be explained
further below. The reflected laser pulses 104R and 106R are
passed back through dispersion optics 16 where the laser
pulses are re-collimated and output as laser pulses 108.

In accordance with conventional laser resonator designs,
laser pulses 108 are next directed back to/through Q-switch
14 and laser head 12 before impinging on an output mirror 22.
In general and as is known in the art of laser resonators, an
output mirror is partially reflective and partially transmissive
with respect to the laser resonator's lasing wavelength. In the
present invention, output mirror 22 (e.g., a flat mirror) must be
partially reflective/transmissive with respect to both wave-
lengths W, and W z . The transmitted output pulses are indi-
cated by arrow 108T and the pulses reflected back into the
laser resonator are indicated by arrow 108R. The method for
determining the reflective properties of output mirror 22 to
achieve multiple wavelength reflection/transmission will be
explained further below.

A great advantage of the present invention is that a single
laser source can be used to produce multiple wavelengths.
Since the multiple wavelength pulses use the same flat output
mirror 22, the transmitted output pulses 108T at the multiple
wavelengths are automatically parallel. Further, since both
wavelengths are generated in the same laser rod 12A, trans-
mitted output pulses 108T have the same pulse initiation time.
In addition, tunable laser 10 is designed such that its laser
resonators have the same pulse evolution time interval. This is
accomplished in the present invention by adjusting the lasers
and laserresonator lengths so that the pulse evolution time for
each resonator is the same.

Each laser resonator is defined by common elements (i.e.,
laser head 12, optical switch 14, dispersion optics 16 and
output mirror 22) and unique elements (i.e., reflective mirror
18 and reflective mirror 20). That is, one laser resonator has its
path length defined between output mirror 22 and reflective
mirror 18, while the other laser resonator has its path length
defined between output mirror 22 and reflective mirror 20.

The present invention provides novel criteria to set laser
resonator path length and output mirror reflectivity. Specifi-
cally, the mirror reflectivities R, and Rz for output mirror 22
at wavelengths W, and W2, respectively, satisfy the following
relationship

R2 -exp {2L[a-a'(a/a')]+(a/a')In(R 1)}

where a' is intrinsic losses of the laser resonator defined
between mirrors 18 and 22, i.e., laser resonator associated
with the first wavelength W l ; a is intrinsic losses of the laser
resonator defined between mirrors 20 and 22, i.e., laser reso-
nator associated with the second wavelength W2; a' is the
emission cross-section associated with the laser pulses at the

4
first wavelength W, (i.e., the emission cross-section of the
photon transition associated with the laser pulses at the first
wavelength); and a is the emission cross-section associated
with said laser pulses at said second wavelength (i.e., the

5 emission cross-section of the photon transition associated
with the laser pulses at the second wavelength).

The two resonator path lengths L, (between output mirror
22 and reflective mirror 18) and L2 (between output mirror 22
and reflective mirror 20) satisfy the relationship

10	 L2-(6/6')L1.

As mentioned above, tunable laser 10 simultaneously pro-
duces two unique-wavelength laser pulses that can be in the
infrared spectrum. The transmitted laser pulses 108T can be

15 further processed to produce laser pulses in one or both of the
visible and ultraviolet spectrums. For example, transmitted
laser pulses 108T (e.g., at infrared wavelengths W, and W z in
the illustrated example) can be provided to a laser wavelength
converter 30 illustrated in FIG. 2. Laser wavelength converter

20 30 can include a telescope 32 that collects and focuses laser
pulses 108T onto non-linear crystal optics 34 that convert the
infrared-spectrum laser pulses 108T into laserpulses at one or
more visible-spectrum wavelengths. In tests of the present
invention, a single crystal oriented for phase matching has

25 been used to achieve wavelength conversion. For a laser rod
12A made from Nd:YAG, a single Beta Barium Borate (BBO)
crystal ((3-BaB 204) was used.

For efficient non-linear interactions, the above-mentioned
phase matching condition must be satisfied. Such phase

30 matching is usually achieved by rotating the non-linear crys-
tal in order to change the phase velocity of the interacting
beams/pulses. In this way, optics 34 provides for harmonic
generation as well as mixing so that optics 34 outputs laser
pulses 110 in the visible spectrum.

35	 Depending on the attributes and positioning of optics 34,
the wavelength of laser pulses 110 can be

W1_( W1X W2AWI+W2)

W6-(W3)l2

W7-(W4)12 and/or

60
W8-(W5)12.

The advantages of the present invention are numerous.
Simultaneous and synchronous laser pulses at multiple wave-
lengths can be generated with a single lasing medium (e.g., a

65 laser rod). The multiple wavelengths can include the infrared,
visible, and ultraviolet spectrums. The laser can be readily
tuned for specific wavelengths in accordance with the pro-

W4- ( W,)12, or
40

W5-(W2)12.

It is to be understood that additional ones of optic 34 could
be used to simultaneously provide two or all three of the
visible-wavelength laser pulses without departing from the

45 scope of the present invention.
In terms of producing simultaneous and synchronous

pulses in the ultraviolet spectrum, one or more of the visible-
wavelength laser pulses 110 can be provided to another laser
wavelength converter 40 illustrated in FIG. 3. As shown, laser

so wavelength converter 40 can include a waveplate 42 that
rotates the polarization of laser pulses 110. The rotated laser
pulses 11OR are provided to non-linear crystal optics 44 that
are similar to optics 34. Optics 44 converts laser pulses 11OR
at one or more of wavelengths W 3, W4, and Ws into laser

55 pulses 112 having wavelengths
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vided output mirror reflectivity and resonator path length
criteria. The choice of visible and ultraviolet wavelengths can
be adjusted by simple re-orientation of a single non-linear
crystal type of laser wavelength converter.

Although the invention has been described relative to a
specific embodiment thereof, there are numerous variations
and modifications that will be readily apparent to those
skilled in the art in light of the above teachings. It is therefore
to be understood that, within the scope of the appended
claims, the invention may be practiced other than as specifi-
cally described.

What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by
Letters Patent of the United States is:

1. A tunable laser comprising:
a laser resonator including dispersion optics for separating

generated laser pulses into processed laser pulses having
first and second wavelengths traveling along first and
second optical paths, respectively,

said laser resonator defined at one end thereof by first and
second mirrors with said first mirror being disposed in
said first optical path and reflective at said first wave-
length, and said second mirror being disposed in said
second optical path and reflective at said second wave-
length,

said laser resonator defined at another end thereof by an
output mirror that is partially reflective and partially
transmissive with respect to said first wavelength and
said second wavelength, wherein a first resonator length
is defined between said output mirror and said first mir-
ror, and wherein a second resonator length is defined
between said output mirror and said second mirror, said
second resonator length being a function of said first
resonator length.

2.A tunable laser as in claim 1 wherein said laser resonator
includes a single lasing medium.

3.A tunable laser as in claim 2 wherein said lasing medium
is a neodymium-doped material.

4. A tunable laser as in claim 1 wherein said first wave-
length and said second wavelength are in the infrared spec-
trum, said tunable laser further comprising means for con-
verting said first wavelength and said second wavelength of
said processed laser pulses transmitted by said output mirror
to laser pulses having at least one wavelength in the visible
spectrum.

5. A tunable laser as in claim 4, further comprising second
means for converting said laser pulses having at least one
wavelength in the visible spectrum to laser pulses having at
least one wavelength in the ultraviolet spectrum.

6. A tunable laser as in claim 1 wherein said dispersion
optics comprises a plurality of prisms.

7. A tunable laser as in claim 1 wherein said function is
defined as a ratio of emission cross-section associated with
said laserpulses at said second wavelength to emission cross-
section associated with said laser pulses at said first wave-
length.

8. A tunable laser as in claim 1 wherein said output mirror
comprises a flat mirror.

9. A tunable laser as in claim 4 wherein said means for
converting comprises non-linear crystal optics.

10.A tunable laser as in claim 5 wherein said second means
comprises non-linear crystal optics.

11. A tunable laser comprising:
a laser resonator including
(i) an output mirror,
(ii) a laser rod of length L,
(iii) dispersion optics for separating laser pulses generated

from said laser rod into laser pulses having first and

6
second wavelengths traveling along first and second
optical paths, respectively, and

(iv) first and second wavelength-sensitive reflective mir-
rors disposed in said first and second optical paths,

5	 respectively,
wherein a first resonator of path length L, is defined

between said output mirror and said first reflective mir-
ror, and a second resonator of path length L2 is defined
between said output mirror and said second reflective

10	 mirror;
said output mirror having a reflectivity R, at said first

wavelength and a reflectivity R 2 at said second wave-
length defined by

15	
Rz exp(2L[a-a'(a/a')]+(a/a')In(R1)}

where a' is intrinsic losses of said first resonator,
a is intrinsic losses of said second resonator,
a' is emission cross-section associated with said laser

pulses at said first wavelength,
20	 a is emission cross-section associated with said laser

pulses at said second wavelength; and
said path length L, and said path length Lz defined by

L2-(6/6')1.1.

25	 12. A tunable laser as in claim 11 wherein said laser rod
comprises a neodymium-doped material.

13. A tunable laser as in claim 11 wherein said first wave-
length and said second wavelength are in the infrared spec-
trum, said tunable laser further comprising means for con-

30 verting said first wavelength and said second wavelength of
laser pulses transmitted by said output mirror to laser pulses
having at least one wavelength in the visible spectrum.

14. A tunable laser as in claim 13, further comprising
second means for converting said laser pulses having at least

35 one wavelength in the visible spectrum to laser pulses having
at least one wavelength in the ultraviolet spectrum.

15. A tunable laser as in claim 11 wherein said dispersion
optics comprises a plurality of prisms.

16. A tunable laser as in claim 11 wherein said output
40 mirror comprises a flat mirror.

17. A tunable laser as in claim 13 wherein said means for
converting comprises non-linear crystal optics.

18. A tunable laser as in claim 14 wherein said second
means comprises non-linear crystal optics.

45	 19. A tunable laser comprising:
• first laser resonator having a first resonator path that

includes an output mirror, a laser rod of length L, a
Q-switch and a first reflective mirror that reflects light at
a first wavelength;

so • second laser resonator having a second resonator path
that includes said output mirror, said laser rod, said
Q-switch and a second reflective mirror that reflects light
at a second wavelength;

dispersion optics disposed between said Q-switch and each
55 

of said first reflective mirror and said second reflective
mirror, said dispersion optics separating laser pulses
generated from said laser rod and passed through said
Q-switch into laser pulses having said first and second
wavelengths with said laser pulses at said first wave-

60 
length being directed to said first reflective mirror and
said laser pulses at said second wavelength being
directed to said second reflective mirror,

wherein said output mirror has a reflectivity R, at said first
65	 wavelength and a reflectivity R z at said second wave-

length defined by

Rz exp(2L[a-a'(a/a')]+(a/a')In(R1)}
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where a' is intrinsic losses of said first laser resonator,
a is intrinsic losses of said second laser resonator,
d is emission cross-section associated with said laser

pulses at said first wavelength,
a is emission cross-section associated with said laser

pulses at said second wavelength; and
a length L, of said first resonator and a length L 2 of said

second resonator are governed by

L2 (6/6')1.1.

20. A tunable laser as in claim 19 wherein said laser rod
comprises a neodymium-doped material.

21. A tunable laser as in claim 19 wherein said first wave-
length and said second wavelength are in the infrared spec-
trum, said tunable laser further comprising means for con-
verting said first wavelength and said second wavelength of

8
laser pulses transmitted by said output mirror to laser pulses
having at least one wavelength in the visible spectrum.

22. A tunable laser as in claim 21, further comprising
second means for converting said laser pulses having at least

5 one wavelength in the visible spectrum to laser pulses having
at least one wavelength in the ultraviolet spectrum.

23. A tunable laser as in claim 19 wherein said dispersion
optics comprises a plurality of prisms.

24. A tunable laser as in claim 19 wherein said output
10 mirror comprises a flat mirror.

25. A tunable laser as in claim 21 wherein said means for
converting comprises non-linear crystal optics.

26. A tunable laser as in claim 22 wherein said second
means comprises non-linear crystal optics.

15
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